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President's Column
This exciting year moves on. The impressive ceremonies that marked
the inauguration of President Joseph F. Kauffman are now history. The
colorful "Afternoon in Toyland" was pleasant and profitable. Now we
are bending every effort toward a very successful Alumni Fund Drive, and
looking forward to Alumni Night and to the Annual Meeting. The meeting
will be highlighted this year by the election of a new alumnus to the Board
of Trustees of State Colleges.
Two major issues being widely discussed in Rhode Island deserve our
attention, for they can effect the future of the college significantly. First, the
state faces serious financial problems that must be met by increased income
and marked economies. The budget of RIC, while never generous , has been
quite adequate to support its programs during this decade of growth and
expansion. As the state requires ever gr eater services from the college
in terms of increased enrollment and enlarged programs, there will be larger
budgetary requests - and they must be met. We alumni should be alert to this
impending dilemma as we work to support the programs of the college.
Second, the report of the Commission to Study the Entire Field of
Education recommends that the gov ernance of education in the state be
completely changed , with a board of regents appointed to regulate public
education at all levels and in all parts of the state. Any legislation that will
implement these recommendations will drastically alter the status of the Board
of Trustees of State Colleges , making it a creature of the regents, with its
powers, responsibilities and personnel determined by that board. The 1939
legislation creating the Board of Trustees is generally acknowledged to be a
model act, and any proposal to alter it is a matter of serious concern to all
graduates of either RIC or URI.
It is important to support the purposes of RIC, not only with our financial
contributions, but with thoughtful and knowledgeable action. Through
THE REVIEW and the FOLIO newsletter you are kept informed about these
services and the problems of th e college. Be prepared to speak out in support
of the programs of RIC whenever the opportunity occurs.
·
HELEN p AGE GILLIGAN
President

What's Money Power?
Judith Barry '61 knows what Money
Power is. Judy ought to - she's
chairman of the 1969 Alumni Fund
Drive. For more about Money Power,
turn to page 12 and the inside back
cover.
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art profe or
. Pinardi , an RI
• Enrico
featured in the college new ection of this
i ue, i a firm believer in e.'tra- n or
perception. In fact, he fe 1 h ha it.
He picked the ew York Jet a football'
uper Bowl ·winner before the football
ea son e er tarted. Feeling that 196 and
1969 are the" ears of the cat," he prophe ied
the ' orld eries ·ctory for the Detroit
Tiger and ee them repeating n ·t ea on.
More practical usage for hi abilit · would
eem to be at gamblin . "I , on a I.000
dail double at th track la t tim out
but left immediat 1 aft r th
and haven't returned inc ," h
ears ago.
P
"There i n't an ati faction in u ing
tbis wa ," he e plain , and call gambling
a mi use of hi talent.
H e conced fallibilit . "I pi k d Hu ert
H umphre a the ne t pr
"I wa wrong, but of cour
don John on
before an one imagined
, ould drop out of the race."
Mr. Pinardi a h pr di ted th
core of each of the e n gam in th
ar aw in
1967 , orld erie and thi
ad ance the final point pr ad of the onl
R IC ba k tball game h att nd d.
If he could on ince Bill aird of hi
uld put
ba k tball

e peaking of Bill Baird , th RI ba k tball
coach h a problem that e er oa h in the
country would like to ha e.
ith a tr~ak of eight traight win going
at the Chri tma break, Baird in tru ted hi
pla er to return to ampu a couple of
m
da earl to practice for upcoming
t the fir t chedul d pra ti . Baird
noticed a few fa e mi ing .
" here' R a · Huelbig ," h a k d, noti in ,
the ab nee of hi hi h - oring ophomor
guard.
t during
"H had ur e
im 1c , trick (t am
o-captair1 and a thr - ar vet ran) in
hi pla ," aid aird.
w \' • r'
"Jim fra tur d hi ankl in a
e accid nt ," wa the r pon fr m th
team.
Baird , beginning to wonder, f und ol
\ il on, hi highin the th ught that Ri
uld t pin and han<ll
hman,
1 ing fr
ba k- ourt uti .
"Wh r '
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BY DR. JOSEPH F. KAUFFMAN

Rhode

Island College 's president
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hey talk about the generation gap! I see significant
differences between studnts in every span of three or
four years. I dare say that many young graduate students
are appalled with the attitudes , values and activities of
some college freshmen.
Generations, it seems, are changing more rapidly
than ever before. Change seems to be the hallmark of our
times. Most of us are probably struck by what must appear
to be two principal characteristics of this change: irreverence and a loss of authority.
The assassinations of President Kennedy, Martin
Luther King and Senator Robert Kennedy, the acceleration of the Viet Nam war, our seeming inability to solve
the problems of poverty and racism, have all contributed
to the growth of a kind of irreverence in our society, a
kind of desanctification of many of the things long taken
to be eternal verities, worthy of our unquestioning respect.
Unfortunately, a great deal of the irreverence abroad
in our land today is of the kind that expresses itself
in abuse and "put-downs," some of which are calculated
to hurt and insult in a categorical fashion. This is bound
to affect our young people.
A seeming decline in traditionally constituted authority is another characteristic of our time. It seems clear to
me that in the last three or four years we have had a
diminution and, in some instances, collapsing, of authority
where it had always been bolstered before, and where
we felt it was vital mortar holding our society together.

for an education, is no longer accepted at face value. I
dare you to sit down with a group of college professors
and define exactly what one needs to be an educated
person. Most of us can't get our academic departments
to agree precisely on what ought to be in a major, let
alone (as used to be the case) define the books and ideas
that make someone an educated man.
Today's student ferment, therefore, takes place in a
context of growing irreverence and decline in traditional
authority. The result is a new breed of college student.
"THE

NEW BREED

OF STUDENT"

Before discussing the attributes of the "new breed," I
would stress that one must certainly not lump all students
together, or even all radicals , or activists, or liberals together. Students have every right to resent the way we
talk about them as a category, particularly in our news
media and magazines. Nevertheless, I think there are
things that one can say about the so-called new kind of
student, while keeping in mind all the human variations,
just as one would in a survey of, say, all 45-year-olds in the
United States.
I should also point out that I am not talking about
the small, highly-publicized
and continually
changing
coterie of revolutionary students, or even, to any great
extent, the radicals among our young people. Rather, I
am talking about those rank-and-file students who seem
to care more today, to be more concerned, more sensitive,
and to be endowed with the characteristics of potential
leadership.
I see four or five especially interesting attributes of
these students. First of all, it seems to me that they seek
commitments and look for meaning in their lives far
more than their predecessors. Perhaps what is most important, they seek a kind of integration in their lives
in which the way they earn their living, the friends they
have, where they will live , the kind of husbands or wives
they will have, and the way they use their free time are
compatible with each other. They are far less willing than
many of us to fragment or compartmentalize
their lives
by earning a living one way, having a personal and social
life in another mode, and not letting one spill over. into
the other. They seek a total life style, in other words,
rather than a combination
of packages in which one
side of their life may contradict another.

DECLINE OF AUTHORITY
Take the area of religion, for example. The kinds of
resistence, and even revolt, within various religious bodies,
including among the clergy itself, about what is right
and what is wrong have blunted any kind of automatic
response from laymen as to questions of right or wrong,
or what is moral or immoral. One cannot evoke an
automatic, unchallenging response to religious and moral
authority from young people any longer.
Civil authority is another area. We've almost made
a profession out of criticizing our government in recent
years, in some cases attributing
total malevolence to
elected leaders, heaping abuse on the President, Senators,
Congressmen, and so on, to the point where authority
has been rather effectively demeaned. Here again, one
cannot expect an automatic and unquestioning response
from young people.

A SUSPICION

The decline in authority is also true of education .
The whole concept of academic scholars knowing what
is best, of educators precisely defining what is required

~econd, they are very suspicious of ideology. Most students,
it seems to me, have learned bitter lessons from their
elders and history about ideologies that didn't fulfill

2

ABOUT

IDEOLOGY

~~we have an experience-starved population ...
always observing, seeing and learning about others,
hut seldom taking part"
their promise. These young people - including even the
most radical or revolutionary
- don't have doctrinaire
kinds of world schemes they wish to fight for. Instead ,
their quest for commitments takes the form of intense
human relationships. In turn, they are frustrated when
human relationships
are found to be less dependable
than expected. We can see their disappointment
when
the complexity of human relationships and the danger
in blindly relying on them becomes all too evident.
Nevertheless, the easy slogans we smile at - about love
solving all problems, and the "beautiful" human beings
and "beautiful relationships" - are poignant and meaningful, and I don't think we should make light of them.
"\t\Teshould

also note how skeptical many of today's
college students are about bigness in general, and large
organizations in particular, where the individuals involved must give something in order to make the organization
efficient. They attribute a kind of malevolence to the
large organization,
and feel that by its very nature it
cannot be good because it seems to result in people being
regarded as objects or things.
This attitude results in difficulty for the schools.
After all, schools are organizations and there would be
chaos if we didn't find some way to handle large numbers
of people, and serve them in an orderly fashion. However,
we must recognize the very real existence of such an
attitude, and learn how to cope with it.
Another attribute of the modern generation is its
members' emphasis on, and even compulsion
about,
"honesty" and "integrity."
This concern is Jaudable,
but in its intensity it can be irritating.
Some people have called these young people a generation of zealots. Excepting the area of sex, they have
been described as Calvinists, in that they are sure they
"know" the moral right. In other words, they know something is right because they f ee l it is. Moreover, they are
are very judgmental
about adults - but they are less
likely to express judgements
about each other. Quick
to perceive hypocrisy in their elders, they are far less apt
to find it among their peers. All of this I find difficult
but poignant and perhaps expressive of something we
shouldn't be frightened of, for it may signify something
that is ultimately good.
WHAT

DOES THE

FUTURE

value in education to tolerate that system, and even do
fairly well in it. But it's very important to recognize some
of the factors I've been discussing and realize that they
may have a great deal of depth and breadth. In fact, we
may be dealing with an iceberg phenomenon here. We
really don't know how deeply rooted these attitudes are,
nor what would happen of they were challenged head on.
What we must do is learn how to perceive and be sensitive to the needs the young people are express ing , to
find ways of listening to them and dealing with them,
and above all avoid putting them off as if those feelings
were silly, unbecoming or immature, and something they
will get over when they make their compromise with life.
In addition, I think there is a great deal in our
schools and colleges that needs reforming. The most outof-joint factor is the style of teaching. That style has not
changed with the years, for it still largely places the student in a passive role. In college education, therefore,
we seem to have an extended adolescent period coinciding
with an earlier physical and emotional maturity. We have
an "experience-starved"
population
that always finds
itself in the audience - watching television, reading, sitting in the grandstand - always observing and seeing and
learning about others, but seldom taking part. It seems
to me that the whole style with which we conduct teaching and learning in high schools and colleges must adapt
to this problem by involving students more in the learnmg process.
All of us in higher education have a tremendous
responsibility.
Higher education is, after all, a great
success. Everybody wants some, although nobody is quite
sure any longer just what it is. The last election in
Rhode Island, when the state colleges bond issue was
approved while others were going down in defeat, is
an indication of community feeling about higher education. As critical as they are sometimes, students still
want it. Our task is to find a way of dealing with the
issues in higher education before they become crises and
turn all we have gained into dust.

HOLD?

Looking to the future, I think we'll find most students
generally supporting
the educational structure and adjusting to it, although they may be unhappy with what
they call "the system." They probably will see enough

This article was adapt ed from a speech given by Dr.
Kauffman to the Principals and Guidance Personnel of
Rhod e Island on D ece mber 9.
3
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Join us on a tour
of Rhode Island College history

.

·~ NIXON..
AGNEW
:

W eyhosset Street 1854-1858
How many times have you passed this building at Weybosset and Eddy Streets without realizing it was where
RIC originated? The Rhode Island Normal School was
inaugurated here with due ceremony on May 29, 1854.
Befor e that, the building was the home of the Second
Universalist Society. Located directly opposite The Outlet
Company, it most recently served as Nixon-Agnew campaign headquarters.
4

Bristol 1858-1865

In 1858 the hard-pressed Normal School accepted Bristol's
offer of the former Congregational Church on Bradford
Street as a new home. The school occupied the second
floor, with the first level serving as a town hall. Bristol 's
generosity was not enough to save the school and it closed
in 1865 (See also picture on cover) .

Westminster Street 1871-1878

Revived in 1871, the Normal School once again took
upstairs accomodations, this time over a dry goods store
near Hoyle Square on Westminster
(then called High)
Street. The building had also served at one time as a
Congregational Church. Remodeled by the landlord, it
offered, among other advantages, "an ample and beautiful study hall."

From 1865 to 1873 the quarters former! y occupied by the
Normal School served as Bristol's high school, and in 1876
the second floor was taken out and galleries installed. In
its last years the building was a theater. A Zane Grey western was being featured when the building burned on
the night of February 5, 1934.
Today the Pastime Theatre occupies the site on Bradford
Street where the Rhode Island Normal School was once
located. Some Bristol residents remember the old building, but few realize Rhode Island College has roots here.

The school moved m 1878, and later the building was
demolished. A furniture store occupies the site now, and
on one side is an alley. According to a city map, the alley's
name is "Normal Court," but even one of the proprietors
of the store didn't know it until we told him.
5

Benefit Street 1878-1898
In 1878 Mayor Thomas A. Doyle, of Providence took
Principal James C. Greenough into his sleigh and suggested the o-ld city high school building on Benefit Street
be purchased for the Normal School. After some sharp
legislative debate the purchase was made, and later that
year the school moved once again. Here, said Greenough,
"the school entered a new era of prosperity."
In 1898 the Normal School moved from the Benefit Street
location and the building was taken over by the Rhode
Island Supreme Court. The building was later demolished,
and today the site, located between Waterman and Angell
Streets, is part of the grounds of the Rhode Island School
of Design.

Capitol Hill 1898-1958

After years of moving from one second-hand home LO
another, the opening of the brand-new State Normal
School building on Capitol Hill in September,
1?98,
must have seemed like the culmination of a dream. But
in 1958 the old story happened again: the school moved,
this time to an entirely new campus on Mount Pleasant.
These pictures show the old building as it appeared a
few years ago, and as the auditorium
(left) and library
(above) look now. The Rhode Island Family Court,
Department
of Education,
and Development
Council
occupy the building today.
6

Our Inauguration Day
Delegates from more than 100 colleo-es
'
b
universities and learned societies attended
ceremonies formally inaugurating Dr.
Joseph F. Kauffman as president on
ovember 7. During the afternoon program
Mrs. John M. Sapinsley, chairman of the
Board of Trustees of State Colleges, presented Dr. Kauffman with a medallion and
chain symbolic of his office. A reception
followed , and that evening, a dinner, at
which colleagues in the academic community
ribbed the new president about the trials
and tribulations be is sure to face.

inaugural audience,
DR. KAUFFMANADDRESSES
Man (on mace, foreground) stands watch .

THE NEW PRESIDENTis applauded. From left to right,
Dr. Charles B. Willard, vice president; Robert B. Perry,
trustee; former Governor John Chafee; Congressman

while Independent

Robert 0. Tiernan; President Kauffman; Lawrence E.
Dennis, chancellor of state colleges; James C. Macomber,
athan N. Rosen.
Student Senate president, and Rabbi
7

LEGS!
Boots, bell-bottom trousers and brevity in
skirts highlight the fashion story at RIC
these days , as our photographer found out
one winter day recently. From a practical
standpoint, boots can be useful for trudging
through seasonal slush, the bell-bottoms
should afford the wearer some warmth,
but why wear mini-skirts in 30-degree
weather? On the latter question , RIC men
are keeping their mouths closed - and
their eyes open.

Photographed

8

by Mitch Chatalian
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CollegeNews

New Programs

Faculty Profile: Enrico Pinardi
By Phili p C. Johnson
When avocation equals vocation, the
sum is "a beautiful life ," according to
Enrico V. Pinardi, 35-year-old assistant
professor of art, now in his second year
at Rhode Island College.
Mr. Pinardi is a wood sculptor of national
reputation , but the rigid discipline of his
art is not transmitted to the classroom.
"The students must be relaxed to enjoy
their work in art," he says. If the proper
climate isn't estab lished in my classroom,
I find that students don't become interested
in their work.
"You can't require that students be artists.
They must want to work."
Born and raised in Boston, Mr. Pinardi
spent five years as the sole apprentice of
his grandfather, Ernest Pellegrini, an
internationally prominent liturgical scu lpto r
whose better known works include the
altars at the Washington Cathedral and
St. Patrick's in New York City.
He then enrolled at the Museum School
in Boston where he worked under Angelo
Cascieri , creator of the main altar at the
Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in
Washington. At the same time Mr. Pinardi
was studying at the Massachusetts College
of Art, where he received his bachelor's
degree.
Following two years on his own as a
sculptor and painter , he enro lled at the
Rhode Island School of Desi gn and received
a master's degree.
The experience convinced him that no
10

one can earn a living by relying on creative
art.
"Especially," he says, "when it takes a
minimum of two months to complete a
single wood sculpture and sometimes as long
as five months."
The genesis of a typical Pinardi sculpture
is a block of maho ga ny , about four feet
high and two feet square. , ,\ forking ex clusively with hand chis els, he carves the block
down until satisfied with a result h e
describes stylistically as "metaphysical."
A clust er of abstract shapes , the sculpture
gives the impression of an assemblage, but
actually is of single construction.
The probl ems in working in mahogany
include the grain of the wood , which dictates
the carving, and the moist inner core of the
block which , when penetrated, will heave
and sometimes change shape.
Exhibits in which Mr. Pinardi's art work
has been featured includ e individual shows
at Boston University, the Worcest er Museum ,
Northeastern and RIC. In addition, his
works have been purchased for the
permanent collections of the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York, the ·worcester
1useum and numerous private collectors.
Mrs . Pinardi is an accomplished painter
and a member of the faculty at Lowell State
College in Massachusetts. Their mutual
int eres t is evidenced by their Boston apartment which Mr. Pinardi describes as "overflowing with art work. " The Pinardis also
own a hotel on Martha's Vin eyard , ideal
for a couple with a nine -month work yea r.

New under gra duat e, grad uate and part-timt
programs hav e been introduced a t Rhod e
I sland College as th e College continues
to expa nd it s ed ucational facilities.
The Departm ent of Sp eec h and Theatre ,
which pr eviousl y offered only a minor ,
has added an under gra duate major in
speech-theatre. And a growin g awareness
nationall y of the role of ph ysical ed ucation
in t11e elementary school has resulted in
establishm ent of an undergraduate
concentration in elementar y ph ysical education.
On the gra duate leve l, the college has
established a program leading to th e Master
of Arts in School Psycholog y.
Finall y, the coll ege' s program of part-tint~
studi es for adults who want to become elernen tary school teachers but can not devote
full time to their educ a tion has been expanded. ~ow part-time students can be
enrolled in the liberal arts and secondary
education programs, and earn the Bachelor
of Arts or Bachelor of Science in Education
over a longer period of years than the conventional four.

Human Relations
In an effort to prevent the misunderstandings which have flared into disruptions
on campuses elsewhere in the nation , President Kauffman appointed the Human
Relations Advisory Committee in December.
Thomas F. Lavery, assistant professor of
education and director of Project Upward
Bound (a program to encourage youngsters
to continue their education after high
school) , was appointed chairman.
Dr. Kauffman said he hoped the group
"could anticipate and prevent problems on
the camp us and, if conflict occurs, understand, mediate and resolve it in ways that
will promote learning for all involved." Five
students and five faculty members were
named to the committee.

Stenhouse

Appointed

Dave Stenhouse, a Rhode Islander who
went on to a major league baseball career
highlighted by the starting assignment for
the American League in the 1962 All Star
game, is the new baseball coach at RIC.
Dave also assists Bill Baird with the
bask etball team and has been handling
the " color" commentary on the games being
broadcast this year by Jim Norman over
WLKW-FM radio (101.5 m.c.).
Dave is a URI graduate and a sales supervisor for a Providence insurance company .
His baseball career spanned 1955 to 1967,
with 1962 his b est season when he finished
12-13 with th e last-place Senators.

Book Review
DEVELOPINGNONGRADEDSCHOOLS, by
Dr. Sidney P. Rollins, dean of graduate studies at Rhode Island College.
F. E. Peacock Publishers , Inc., Itasca,
Ill. Five dollars.

Reviewed by
Dr. Edward G. Hunt
In his latest book Dr. Rollins writes
knowledgeably about nongraded schools, a
topic to which he brings considerable
expertise. Having served as a consultant
in the planning of Middletown High School,
a pioneer effort in Rhode Island , and as
a consultant to the nongraded Nova Schools
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Dr. Rollins is able
to combine the insights gained from firsthand experience to the promising ideas he
puts forward as a curriculum specialist. He
knows what schools are like now and what
they can become if the nongraded concept
is fully realized. His book offers concrete
and helpful suggestions to all who would
assist in the process.
The rationale behind the concept is
certainly a valid one. Educators have talked
for many years about the need to gear
instruction to the individual needs and differences of their pupils, but the traditional
graded structure of our schools effectively
prevents this. The practice of dividing a
child's academic career into 12 or 13
"grades" of equal length is based upon the
false premise that all children develop at
the same pace in all academic areas at all
stages of their development.
Originally a Prussian idea that was transplanted to America at the Quincy Grammar
School in 1848, graded organization inhibits
the development of independent individuals
and perpetuates notions of conformity. A
sturdy anachronism that seems more and
more out of place in the modern era , this
outmoded organizational pattern also gives
rise to many other undesirable educational
practices.
Teachers strive frantically to "cover" all
of the material listed for a particular year
in a textbook or curriculu~ guide. The
annual trauma of promotion or non-promotion and the ego-shattering experience of
"repeating" a grade (which research has repeatedly shown to be an unproductive procedure) are also related. Schools remain
group-oriented rather than sensitive to the
needs of the individual learn er.
Dr. Rollins makes it clear that shifting
from graded to nongraded schools is not
m ere ly a structural or organizational change
but one that involves philosophical considerations, a different role for the teacher,
a new approach to curriculum sequencing ,

and predictable problems in school administration. While he does not minimize the
difficulties of making the transition , Dr.
Rollins does give considerable attention to
these aspects of the problem and in many
cases is able to suggest innovative solutions.
The curriculum of a nongraded school
must be extremely flexible, capable of
adaptation by the day and the hour rather
than by the semester or year. To achieve this
flexibility, Dr. Rollins zeroes in with many
suggestions concerning the subject-centered
curriculum. (While nongradedness is equally
applicable to other curriculum patterns , the
subject-centered type is by far the most
common).

DR.

SIDNEY

P.

ROLLINS

Dr. Rollins is very much aware of the
administrative problems involved in developing non gra ded schools but he offers some
reasonable solutions. Individualized progress
in many subject fields , for example , will
greatly increase the teacher's burden of pupil
record-keeping. He suggests three approaches
to the problem: the all subject fi elds / one
pupil technique, the on e subject field / one
group technique, and the one subject field /
one pupil technique. The third is particularl y well suited to electronic data processing
if this type of help can be given to the
teacher. Assistance from a teacher aide or
other para-professional is another alternative.
The role of the teacher is sharpl y different
in a nongraded school, according to Dr.
Rollins. For one thing , he or she must
talk much less and become much more of a
group leader. De-emphasis of the traditional
lecture method mandates greater proficiency
in multi-media techniques. A broader view

of curricular programs is needed and the
ability to participate in working instructional
groups that may include "floating" teachers
and para-professionals. Fluidity in student
grouping is also a must for the nongraded
teacher.
Dr. Rollins makes a special plea for a
physical environment that will facilitate
the nongraded approach. He relates the
concept to many other promising ideas now
gaining support in the educational community: cooperative planning, team teaching,
independent study, large and small group
techniques, use of modern educational
technology, and so on. A nongraded school
should be very flexible with regard to
instructional space. It should provide for
very large groups, seminar-sized groups,
and individual learners. Operable walls,
study carrels, instructional resource centers ,
learning laboratories of various kinds, and
staff planning areas are needed. The "eggcrate" school of the past is definitely not
suited to a nongraded program.
Preparing teachers to work in nongraded
schools is considered by Dr. Rollins from
both the pre-service and in-service viewpoint.
Eventually our teacher-training institutions
will have to respond to the growing trend
toward nongradedness and make important
modifications in their undergraduate program. Dr. Rollins outlines a specific four-year
program to prepare teachers for nongraded
schools.
Until this type of program is available , we
must depend upon in-service programs of
various kinds to prepare teachers. Graduate
programs at the colleges or local efforts in
the larger school systems must do the job
for some time to come.
In the last chapter of his book, entitled
"2000 A.D.," Dr. Rollins takes an optimistic
look into the not-too-distant future. He
eschews such words as "prediction" or
"prophecy" and prefers to use words like
"hope" or "dream" in discussing the nongraded thesis for he is an educational realist.
Given the appropriate physical environment
and teaching personnel who are really
"tuned in " to the ideas , however, our educational system might be greatly improved.

Dr. Hunt is assistant superintendent
for
curriculum in the Warwick public schools.
A graduate of Rhode Island College, he
later earned a Ph.D. at the University of
Connecticut. Among his professional activities have been the presidencies of the
Rhode Island Education Association and the
Rhode Island Social Studies Association.
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Alumni Association News

Election Scheduled
Edward P. Travers will retire as a member
of the Board of Trustees of State Colleges
in June, on the completion o'f his second
three-year term. According to the by-laws no
one can serve more than two consecutive
terms.
The alumni member of the board is
elected by the active membership of the
alumni association. The by-laws of the
association provide that a written ballot be
mailed to all alumni active as of April I
of the election year.
Three candidates must be presented on
the ballot. Any alumnus who has been
graduated from Rhode Island College at
least 10 years is eligible for nomination.
This and the ineligibility of a third successive term are the only restrictions.
In addition to the nominess for the
Board of Trustees of State Colleges, the
1969 election ballot will list single candidates
for president-elect , secretary and treasurer
of the Association , and six candidates for
three positions on the 1970 nominating committee.
Margaret Grady Bresnahan, chairman of
the nominating committee, would welcome
suggestions of candidates for all offices,
preferably with supporting data. She can
be re~ched by writing to her, Mrs. Charles
Bresnahan, at 30 Roslyn Ave., Providence ,
R. I. 02908.

Alumni Awards
Virginia Hill Murby (Mrs . Ernest) will
welcome nominations for any of the alumni
a wards: The John Fitzgerald Kennedy Award
for service to the state or nation; the facultystaff award ; the alumni achievement award;
and the Alumnus (or Alumna) of the Year.
All nominations must be accompanied b y
supporting data and sent to Mrs . Murby at
279 West Ave., Seekonk , Mass.
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A "psychedelic theme" will distinguish the
1969 Alumni Fund Drive from all that
have gone before, according to Chairman
Judy Barry '61. The swinging campaign is
expected to add $16,000 of Money Power to
the Alumni Fund.
Encouraged by advance pledges of $2,000
received before the February 3 kick-off ,
the committee has scheduled an active eight
weeks of mailings, telephone con tacts and
coffee hours.
Decade chairmen have declared a contest
for the greatest improvement in average
gift and in percentage of contributors .
Leaders in this program are : Claire Hart
Lennon '18; Ethel M. Murphy '24; Dr. S.
Elizabeth Campbell '31; Jim Donaldson '40;
Joe Devine '52; and Marilyn Wrona
Schwaner '61.
Promotion by geographic area is the
responsibility of Dorothy McLear Sullivan,
Catherine Fletcher Hammer , and Rae K .
O'Neill . Alumni leaders throughout the
state - and beyond - are being urged to
open their homes and invite in neighbors
who are RIC graduates, with the dual
purpose of involving more people in the
bod y of active alumni so they ma y identify
more closely with the college, and of explain ing the goals of the fund drive so that more
alumni will become donors.
Pauline D. Mullins '58 is special gifts
chairman , and is urgin g more alumni to join
the roster of Honor Donors. Gifts of $50
or more earn the donor a place in thi s
special group of alumni.
Mar y Ferrara , the onl y non-alumni
member of the Committee , has designed the
attractive printed materials that will be used
during the Fund Drive. A member of the
audio -visual department of the Providence

Schools, she holds degrees from URI, RISD ,
and Brown University.
Ex-officio members of the Fund Drive
committee are Alumni President He-Jen Page
Gilligan , Class Agents Chairman Olga Lusi
O 'Brien and 1968 Chairman Mary Doherty
Chatterton.
Class committees are headed by class
agents: Edna Smith McKeon '15, Catherine
Dee Farrelly '18, Mary T. Thorp '21, Agnes
I. McKenna '22, Benita Murray O'Connor
'23, Ethel Murphy '24, Mary Doherty
Chatterton '26, Catherine Locke Heslin '28,
Ella Williams Greene '28-30, Matilda Famiglietti Segatore '29 (Jan.), Catherine McCabe
'29 (June), Alma Bishop Doley '30, Rose
Fasano Ayres '31 (June), Claire Arrighi '32
(Jan.), Mary T. Higgins '34, Anna Lannon
'35, Mary Mccaffrey '36, Benjamin Hazen
'37, Dorothea Smith Greene '38, Mary Hynes
Farrell '39, Helen Skalko Morgan '40,
Josephine Calabro Giorgio '41 , Elena Calabro
Leonelli '42, Gladys Hallverson Manchester
'43, Marion I. Wright '44, Barbara Golden
Larned '45, Alice King O'Connor '46, Joan
Alexander Ryding '47, Irene Majka Broadmeadow '48, Ann L. Hogan '50, Mary Zajec
Babiec '52, Elsie Bennett '53, Claire Burke
Renasco '55, Barbara Martinelli Greene '56,
Nancy Ogg Healey '57, Gail McGaughey
Scott '58, Ellen Spencer Riley '59, Judith
Sanzen '60, Sandra Cunha Vandal '61, John
Hines '63, Jane Proctor '64, Harvey Pres~ '65,
Pamela Tencher '66 and John Foley '67.
General committee workers are: Mary
Shanle y West '55, Margaret M. Raftery '40,
Marcia McVicker '58, Catherine Devaney '60,
Joan McManus '63, Patricia McWey '64,
Joan Flynn '61 and Mary Ethier Frappier
'59.

Alumni Profile:
Don Babbitt

Class News
Send notes about yourselves
and your fellow alumni to
your news notes secretaries.
If you do not have a news
secretary or if you do not
know the year of the subject,
send the item to the Alumni
Office and it will be directed
to the right person.

1912
Sec.:

DoN

BABBITT

(right)

confers with colleague during rehearsal

By Alice Corsair Reinhardt
Consider- a young man, graduated from RIC
about ten years ago, who had majored in
mathematics and earned President's List
honors and election to Kappa Delta Pi and
Who's Who. One might well assume that
he would now be a secondary school
mathematics teacher, or possibly a school
administrator. Donald B. Babbitt '59 fits
the description but not the assumption ,
After four years of teaching math on a
d,iminishing schedule and coaching dramatics on an expanding one, Don was
appointed a full-time director of dramatics
at Cranston West High School. He was
the first teacher in the state to hold such
a position.
At Cranston West, Don is responsible for
coordination of all assembly programs, all
student dramatic productions and the
school's unique "Arts Festival." He also
teaches elective courses in stage craft, acting
and directing. In 1964, Don directed "The
Wizard of Oz," financed entirely by the
students themselves and presented as a
Christmas gift to the community. The
Christmas production has become a popular
annual event. Students construct sets, design
and assemble costumes and raise funds.
English teachers assist student actors with
speech and characterizations, shop teachers
assist with mechanical problems, the music
department provides orchestral accompaniment and coaches singers; the stagecraft
classes provide student directors and technicians.
The annual production has grown from
five performances of "Annie Get Your Gun"
in th~ school cafeteria with an abbreviated
script and a $600 budget to this year's
$2,300 production of "Oliver," presented in
eight performances of the full Broadway

break.

version in the school auditorium, one of
the most modern and best equipped in the
state.
This year Don is serving as president of
the Educational Theatre Association of
Rhode Island, the group which sponsors the
High School Drama Festivals, usually held
at RIC. He serves as an adviser on play
selection for "Project Discovery," the
federally-financed program which presents
Trinity Square Repertory Company productions to students from all the state's high
schools, and was the original drama coordinator for the "Upward Bound" program
for disadvantaged youth, in operation at the
college for the past three summers. To
broaden his knowledge and com:eetence,
Donald has studied theatre arts at the
Universities of Connecticut and Colorado.
Don's leisure time activities reflect his
interest in theatre. He was a founder of the
"Just As We Are Players" Cranston community theater group, largely consisting of
students and alumni of Babbitt productions.
He enjoys classical music, plays piano and
is an enthusiastic skier. He has served as
a judge at RIC stunt nights, no doubt
recalling his undergraduate days when
three of the four Stunt Night skits he
helped create , direct and perform were
prize winners.
Drama, in Don's view, should be part of
the school program from kindergarten
through senior high school, just as art and
music are presently. Asked why he has
chosen to direct his teaching career not to
mathematics but to dramatics, Don said,
"I feel dramatics presents the greatest challenge and offers the greatest satisfactions for
the teacher ... he is able to help his
students develop abilities far beyond their
expectations ... it is a truly creative
experience."

Mrs. Leander
Emin
55 Farnum Pike,
Smithfield
ISABELLE M. NICOL, now retired,
had
served
as head counselor
in the Providence Public
Schools
for thirty-one
years;
acted
as president
of R.I.
Guidance and Personnel
Association
for four
years;
and organized
and became the
first
president
of Alpha Omega State,
Delta
Kappa Gamma.
It has been so encouraging
and
gratifying
to have such cooperation
in
~y undertaking
to bring
the records
of
my Class
of 1912 up-to-date,
that
I
wish to extend
my sincere
thanks
to
all and pass on the good wishes
sent to
me.
Kindly
continue
to let me know
your reaction
to anything
and everything
concerning
RIC and education
for
our news.

1918
Sec.:

Mrs. Kieran
Farrelly
16 Wyndham Ave.,
Providence
THERESA FURLONG MCLAUGHLIN'S grandniece,
Cynthia
Walsh,
from Warwick,
R.I.,
.is a member of the Freshman
Class.
Congratulations
to Mr. & Mrs. Earl
Palmer
(JENNIE HALL) who celebrated
their
50th Wedding Anniversary
on October 11, 1968.
After
a Caribbean
Cruise
they went to Sarasota,
Florida,
for the
winter.

1919
Sec.:

Mrs. Stephen
Malley
28 Dayton Ave.,
Warwick
CECILIA DONOHUEJACOBY'S daughter
Margaret
has returned
to the faculty
of
R.I.J.C.
after
a year's
leave
of absence.
She is acting
chairman
of the
Physics
Dept.
HELENA CLARK of Spring
St.,
East
Greenwich
is spending
the winter
in
St. Petersburg,
Fla.
MARION DUNBAR NEWMAN(Mrs. Hebert)
has returned
to Bristol
after
a five
week's
stay in Dayton,
Ohio.
VERONICA FLYNN of Pawtucket
and
MARGARETCRAWFORDof Woonsocket
have
joined
the ranks
of Retired
Teachers.
Best wishes
to them in their
new lives
of leisure.

1921
Sec.:

Dr. Mary T. Thorp
321 Rochambeau
Ave.,
Providence
BARBARA DONAGHYQUINN reports
she
has enjoyed
campaigning
for her son who
won election
to the South Dartmouth

He is a lawyer holdCommittee.
School
from Holy Cross and Boston
ing degrees
in law,
son, also
Her younger
College.
Her daughter,
Defender.
is a Public
for teaching.
prepared
Barbara,
like
HELEN KELLEY has sold her home on
in the
Road and is now living
Edgehill
at 60 Broadway,
new Regency Apartments
Providence.
the winter
AMY OLSON is spending
home at Bay Aristocrat,
in her trailer
19 South,
1475 U.S. Highway,
#354,
33516.
Florida
Clearwater,
SISTER M. MERCEDES QUINTON, R.S.M.
to
art privately
teaching
continues
Since
groups.
and small
individuals
in Portugal
to study
her grant
receiving
of the Amerias Director
she has served
of New
Society
Cultural
can Portugal
is 2543 west Main
Her address
England.
Road, Portsmouth.

1924
Murphy
Ethel
Cranston
57 Garden City Drive,
MARION KIERNAN O'ROURKE GRIFFITH
at 26 Nob
(Mrs. George o.) is living
06320
Conn.
Rd., New London,
Hill
5, 1968.
on October
her marriage
since
Sec.:

1928
Mary A. Lynch
Providence
719 Smith St.,
for Reunion'69
plans
Tentative
3, 1968 rewere made at the October
members at Wayland
union of class
JENNIE CURTIS CLARK
Manor, Providence.
at her home
the group to gather
invited
to
to a luncheon
prior
in Narragansett
in South County."
"somewhere
be held
out the Mary
to close
voted
The class
estabFund - originally
Lee Memorial
the
gift,
of class
for purchase
lished
the balance,
- and to donate
Lee Bells
to
contributions,
with other
together
the college.
ELIZABETH JOHNSON JOHNSON (Mrs.
member
Guy) was the only out-of-state
She
'68 reunion.
at the
in attendance
Mass.
plan to come from Cambridge,
will
in '69.
again
Sec.:

1931
Mary Davenport
Falls
Central
St.,
278 Central
H. GERTRUDECOLEMANvisited
past
time this
for the fifth
Ireland
to serve
was elected
Gertrude
summer.
to
as a representative
years
for three
Executive
A.S.C.D.
the New England
Board.
Sec.:

1937
Mrs. Abram Gordon
Cranston
Dr.,
74 Brookside
RUTH MALMBORGANDERSON (Mrs. Gust)
with RUTH
get-together"
had an "annual
HALLQUIST HEDBERG, MARILLA TABOR EASTMAN,
summer.
and LOVICE THORNLEY DAVIS last
but
Wass was missing,
Only Ginny Farrar
to
returning
her before
Ruth visited
and thriving".
All were "fine
Florida.
"grown".
are all
children
Ruth's
from Florida
26, graduated
Jon,
Stephen
and
science
He is teaching
U.
State
and his wife of
high,
in senior
biology
grade.
fifth
teaches
Rennie,
one year,
24, also a graduate
A. Bernstein,
Rachel
two
U. has been married
State
of Florida
Sec.:

is working
uavid,
Her husband,
years.
of
at the University
for his doctorate
in
22, is working
Kurt Gust,
Indiana.
and
of college,
two years
after
Boston
at the
18, is a freshman
Fredrika,
Carla
of Florida.
University
away, Ruth
children
With all their
and
out the horses
board
and her husband
travel.
JEANNIE HIRST BANNING (Mrs. F.) is
in the Ashaway
grade
the third
teaching
24, has
Doreen,
Her daughter,
School.
6, Peter
Mary Ellen,
children:
three
one year old.
age 4, and Frank,
for
is an expediter
husband
Jeannie's
Press.
Printing
Cottrell's
IRENE ROSENFIELD MAGID (Mrs. Walter)
- ugh!"
older
getting
to enjoy
is "trying
from u.
25, graduated
Maureen,
Daughter
third
(Phi Beta Kappa in
of Michigan,
to Roger Anderson,
is married
year)
Literature,
of Russian
professor
college
Amy, who is attendand has a daughter,
age of
at the ripe
school
ing nursery
20,
Susie,
daughter
younger
3½. Irene's
u.
State
at Michigan
is a senior
of Asa
MARY POWERS is principal
Schools,
Messer and Willow Street
She is also corresponding
Providence.
Principal's
of Providence
secretary
Committee
on the Personnel
Association,
and is
of Rhode Island,
Scouts
of Girl
Kappa Gamma.
a member of Delta

1940
Sorem
Mrs. Sherlock
Providence
Ave.,
80 Hillside
has
ANITA ALLAIRE (Mrs. Leonard)
of
at her new address
been living
N.C.
House Lane, Charlotte,
6115 Carriage
is still
Her husband
year.
for the past
and is Manager of their
with Kendall
in
Offices
and Development
Research
her twentyShe celebrated
Charlotte.
on the date
anniversary
wedding
eighth
to us (November 2, 1968) and
she wrote
of two year
is the proud grandmother
children
(Joy and Jenifer),
old twins
son,
Her youngest
Pam.
of her daughter
is in her
Anita
23, is in USAF.
Derek,
garde,
a third
year of teaching
tenth
ninegone back to her profession
having
from RIC.
graduating
after
teen years
to
are extended
Congratulations
to
VINCENT BACCARI on his reelection
eighth
from Providence
senate
the state
his
serve
will
Vincent
district.
term.
second
PAULINE LAGUEUX BOUCHER (Mrs.
to her
is busy writing
Reginald)
son, Edward, who is a member
eldest
(army).
of the armed forces
AMERICO DIMANNA former manager
and
at Kelly
department
of the Insurance
for himself.
is now in business
Picerne
his own Insurance
He has been operating
1968.
April
Agency since
CECILE LARIVIERE MCNAMARA(Mrs.
Judy,
is proud of her daughter
George)
in Wilber
grade
third
who is teaching
is still
Cecile
Somerset.
School,
High.
at Somerset
F-rench
teaching
PEGGY KENNY CROOK (Mrs. James)
for the first
became a grandmother
17, 1968, when grandson,
time on August
was born to her daughter
Michael,
Peg's
Maureen Vinson Of Islington.
entered
Paula,
daughter,
eldest
third
in
year at Boston c ·ollege
the freshman
September.
Sec.:

1941
Mary G. Davey
Providence
St.,
81 Berkley
THOMAS V. LOWERYhas been named
of
in charge
principal
assistant
Tom,
Academy.
at LaSalle
instruction
years,
for twenty-three
who has taught
layman to hold this
is the first
position.
Sec.:

1942
McCabe
Mrs. Francis
Rumford
74 Don Ave.,
LOUISE AUST CAMENISCH is an activiState
at the Madison
therapist
ties
The proIndiana.
in Madison,
Hospital
Improvement
gram comes under the Hospital
Project.
Research
- a Federal
Project
- and Louise
The aim of the program
- is to rehabiliworks very hard at this
over the age of
patients
hospital
tate
to active
they can return
so that
sixty
in the community.
living
Director
State
FRANK CARTER, former
has been apSecurity,
of Employment
of the New
associate
staff
pointed
Education.
for Continuing
Center
England
work in the area of public
Frank will
of a
as part
and education
affairs
with state
work closely
will
team that
of
in the development
universities
programs.
education
regional
ELENA CALABRO LEONELLI (Mrs. Renato)
and ARLINE MARCUS SUZMAN (Mrs . .Maynard)
at George J. West Junior
are teaching
in Providence.
High School
of
WALLACE MASON is on a leave
at
position
from a part-time
absence
to comLibrary
College
the Providence
of
for the degree
his studies
plete
at the URI
Science
of Library
Master
School.
Library
Graduate
ELIZABETH QUINN is a Guest Editor
Year Review of the
of the Silver
Association.
Teachers
Science
National
RITA WILLIAMS REVENS (Mrs. John)
has been
her son, John,
that
reports
from
representative
a state
elected
be the
John will
his district.
in the legisrepresentative
youngest
and has worked very hard for
lature
He has been long
position.
this
in
active
and extremely
interested
are cerCongratulations
politics.
in order!
tainly
Sec.:

1944
Murby
Mrs. Ernest
279 West Ave.
Mass.
Seekonk,
has
KAY CLARK DOMINA (Mrs. Richard)
from DecHer address
moved to Florida.
2850 Palm-Aire
ember 1st to May 1st is:
Apt. 304, Pompono Beach,
Drive North,
of the year
The rest
33060.
Florida
New
Box 276, Vernon,
is:
address
Kay's
13476.
York
Sec.:

1950
Mrs. Henry Cauchon
Providence
22 Wyndham Ave.,
NORBERT J. SALOIS has been apin South
Director
Guidance
pointed
Kingston.
of the
THOMAS LAVERY, director
at RIC, has been
Upward Bound Project
of the human relations
named chairman
of the college.
committee
Sec.:

1952

1959

Sec.:

Sec.:

Mrs. Raymond Durigan
23 Hawthorne
Ave.,
Cranston
ISABELLE DUSSEAULT CROOK (Mrs.
Nelson)
has moved from Pawtucket
to
11 Peckhan Ave.,
Wakefield.
SAM SINISCALCHI,
former
assistant
principal
of Bain Junior
High, has
been appointed
Assistant
Superintendent
in charge
of personnel
and public
relations
for the Cranston
School
Department.

1954
Sec.:

Mrs. Stephen
O'Neil
125 Paine
St.,
Warwick
ROBERT RAHILL has been appointed
State
Registrar
of Motor Vehicles
by
Governor
Frank Licht.
Prior
to his
appointment,
Bob was Chairman
of the
Social
Studies
Department
of the
Barrington
School
System.
He is
married
to the former
ELAINE LEONARD
also of the Class
of 1954.

1957
Sec.:

Mrs. Robert
Hassan
118 Thurston
St.,
Providence
MARGARETHILL FORD is President
of
the New England
Association
for the
Education
of Young Children.
Her biography
appears
in the 1968-69
editions
of Who's Who in the East,
Who's Who of
American
Women, and Who's Who in Education.
Marjorie
is a lecturer
in
education
at Wheaton College,
Norton.
EVELYN MACKEYAUBUCHON (Mrs.
Daniel)
is teaching
math at North
Sithfield
Junior-Senior
High School.
DOLORES MCCARTHYappeared
in
"Everybody
Loves Opal" with the Pawtucket Community Players.
CARMEL SCARDERA MCMAHON (Mrs.
David) writes
from Astabula,
Ohiq that
her husband
has been appointed
c'hairman
of the Math Department
for the Buckeye
School
System.
PAULINE DOWNS MORETTE (Mrs. Frank)
is living
in Vienna,
Va.
Her husband
is a Lt. Col. in the army.
They have
seven children
and have lived
in five
states
and Germany twice
in 12 yrs.,
making a total
of 18 moves.
Pauline
says hello
to all the classmates.

1958
Sec.:

Mrs. Hebert
Eaton
37 Ridgeland
Rd., CUmberland
JUDITH DODD GIBLIN (Mrs. Brendan)
has moved into
her new home at 125
Marnock Drive
Seekonk.
Judy has five
children,
3 girls
and 2 boys.
SISTER PATRICIA (Patsy
Toohey)
made her final
vows on December
8th
in the Order of Faithful
Companions
of
Jesus.
She is teaching
in the high
school
at St. Philomena's
in Portsmouth.
SARA QUINN HILL (Mrs. Robert)
has
recently
moved to Mentor,
Ohio.
Sara
has four children,
3 boys and l girl,
and lives
at 7218 Grant
Street.
RALPH W. MICKELSON has been named
director
of admissions
at Bay Path
Junior
College,
Langmeadow,
Mass. Ralph,
recently
executive
administrator
of Gunstock
Junior
College
in Laconia,
N.H.,
will
have chief
administrative
responsibility
for Bay Path's
admissions
and
placement
programs.

Mrs. Alvaro
DeAndrade
101 Grandview
Ave.,
Lincoln
PAULINE UCCI DYSON (Mrs. Stephen)
recently
enjoyed
a fall
party
at the
home of another
classmate,
CORINA VITALE
FAVORITO (Mrs. Mario)
in West Hartford,
Connecticut.
NANCY PAINE attended
Universidad
Ibero-Americana
in Mexico City during
the 1968 summer.
She enjoyed
side
trips
taken
to points
of cultural
interest
which included
those
sites
being
used for the Summer Olympic Games.
CAROLINE VANABLE GOULD (Mrs.
Malcolm)
spent
the Thanksgiving
holiday
in Rhode Island
with
family
and friends.
She and her husband
and their
adorable
two year old,
Susan Jane,
visited
with
me during
that
weekend.
Caroline
has
recently
served
as President
of the
Bethel
Teachers'
Association
in Bethel,
Maine.
Our reunion
committee
has been
working
diligently
to arrange
an evening
for all to remember.
May 31 is the date.
Be sure to mark it on your calendar
today.
More news will
be in the mail soon.

1960
Sec.:

Mrs. Richard
Reynolds
297 Vermont Ave.,
Providence
CAROL WALSH LANGTON (Mrs. Austin
D.)
and her husband
enjoyed
a post-New
Year
trip
to New York City for rest
and
recreation
after
a hectic
holiday
season.
Two of our classmates
who have
recently
done substitute
teaching
are
MARION HARTLEY DONNELLY and MARJORIE
MALLEY MORRISSEY.
In the "small world
department",
one of Margie's
Kindergarten pupils
was Meg Myette,
the eldest
daughter
of BRENDA HUGHES MYETTE.

1961
Sec.:

Mrs. John Maciel
61 Sessions
St.,
Providence
JOHN G. COFFEY, JR. who completed
the Intensive
Education
Program
for
teachers
at RIC in '61 has been named
Director
of Alumni Affairs
at Providence College.
BEVERLY KINOIAN VILENO (Mrs.
Joseph)
is now living
in Boston.
Beverly's
new address
is Gloucester
St.,
Boston,
Mass.
JUDY STOYKO AYOTTE (Mrs. Robert)
has moved to N.Y. and her new address
is 416 Pine St.,
Big Flats,
N.Y.
JEAN DAGOSTINO CAVANAUGH(Mrs.
John) has recently
moved into
a new
home at 43 Kimball
St.,
Prov.,
R.I.
GILDA PETRIN MALO has a new address
and is in her new home at 4 LaForge
Dr.,
Coventry,
R.I.
BRUCE SMITH is living
in Madison,
Wisconsin
and is presently
a Doctoral
candidate
in Math at the University
of
Wisconsin.
FRANCIS PALUMBO DRISCOLL (Mrs.
Donald)
received
her M.A. degree
from
U.R.I.
in June,
1968.

1963
Sec . :

Mrs. Edward Day
P.O. Box 188, Chepachet
MATTHEWBOZEK, who received
his
Master's
degree
from RIC, was elected

assistant
principal
of West High School
in Pawtucket.
MARJORIE MEDHURST REEVES (Mrs.
Glenn)
is back at RIC working
for a
Master's
degree.
Her husband
has just
become licensed
as an architect.
BERNARD SINGLETON has become
assistant
executive
director
of the
Rhode Island
Education
Association.
Bernie
received
a Master's
of Public
Administration
degree
from URI in June
of 1968.
He spent
the past
summer
studying
at the Summer Institute
of
the University
of Illinois.
The Rev. Robert
Moller,
husband
of
MARJORIE WHITEHEAD MOLLER, has been
appointed
pastor
of Trinity
Methodist
Church in New Bedford,
Mass.

1964
Sec.:

Mrs. Raymond Sabourin
15 Lottie
Dr.,
Riverside
ALICE FARLEY JANIK (Mrs. Andrew)
now resides
at 4451 Westminster
Pl.,
St. Louis,
Mo. Her husband
has received
his M.D. and will
be doing his
residency
in Psychiatry
at the University
of Colorado
in Denver next year.
LYLE E. PERRA has been promoted
to
Captain,
United
States
Army.
He is
presently
stationed
at Fort Devens,
Massachusetts.
Lyle will
represent.
the post
soccer
team at the First
Army
Championship
to be held at Fort Belvoir,
Virginia.
ROBERT L. HAMEL is now teaching
at
Chariho
Regional
High School.
His
address
is 87 Arcadi?
Road, Hopkinton,
Rhode Island

1965
Sec.:

Lucille
Nolan
124 King St.
Blackstone,
Mass.
THOMAS BARRY is teaching
sixth
grade
at the John H. Gillick
School
in Johnston.
GERALD MAGNANis an Instructor
of
Mathematics
at Bristol
Community College in Fall
River,
Massachusetts.
FRANCIS TOOMEY (M.Ed.) has been appointed
assistant
superintendent
of
Foxboro
Schools.

1967
Sec.:

Mrs. Joseph
Camara
15 Tenth St.,
E. Providence
SANDRA MARZILLI has received
a
Master
of Education
degree
in Special
Education
after
a year of study
at
Boston
College.
She is currently
teaching
retarded
children
in the
Cranston
School
System.
JOHN SYMYNKYWICZhas been named
the senior
neighborhood
aide for the
Fairmont
area of Woonsocket.
He has
done graduate
work at the University
of Virginia
and is working
for a
master's
degree
in teaching
from
Rhode Island
College.
PAUL DESAURDY received
his
master's
degree
from Boston University
in August.
SARA HENRY is doing graduate
work
in French
at Boston
College.
GLORIA RADEMSKYhas been appointed
teacher
of Grade 5 at Bourne Grammar
School.
BERNADETTE FOUVEZ has been appointed
teacher
of Grade 4 at James F.
Peebles
School.

1968
JAMES W. DAWSONcompleted
his
bas .ic training
at Lackland
AFB, Texas
and is undergoing
special
schooling
as
a statistical
data specialist.
JEANNE STEVENS took two awards for
her paintings
in the Narragansett
Art
Show in July.
Her still
life,
"White
Mortar"
took first
prize
and her
"Ophelia"
took third
prize
in the
portrait
group.
Jeanne
exhibited
paintings
and pottery
at the Foster
Fair,
also.
PAULETTE CHARPENTIER is attending
the Master
of Arts in Teaching
in
French
at Assumption
College
in Worcester,
Mass.
The program
requires
one
academic
year and two summers of study.
JUDITH WHITTY CROWLEY (Mrs •
Michael)
has been in Arizona
training,
with her husband,
for a Peace Corps
assignment
in Libya,
North Africa.
KENNETHMELLOR (Ed. M.) has been
appointed
chief
of teacher
certification,
placement
and scholarship
programs
in the R.I.
Department
of
Education.
A graduate
of Bryant
College,
he taught
in Cranston
before
going to the Department
of Education
in 1966.
HELENE. HUNT has finished
Vista
training
and-will
spend this
year with
the Stark
County Commission
on Economic
Opportunity
in Canton,
Ohio.

WEDDINGS
1964
ROSEMARY ZANFAG_NAto Joseph
D.
Andreozzi,
August
12, 1968.
JANET M. GREGORY to John A.
Messore,
Ensign
U.S -.N.R.,
June 22, 1968.
At home:
7510 Parkwood Ct. Apt. 403,
Falls
Church,
Va.
22042.

1965
SUSAN LOUISE ESPELIN to Alan
Christiansen,
September
7.
ISABEL G. MCGREEVYto Richard
Craven,
in September.

John
G.

1967
MARILYN JEAN ASCIOLLA to David N.
Curley
on September
7, 1968.
At home:
697 Metacorn Ave.,
Bristol.
Jean M. Gariepy
to ROBERT C. HAID
on August
3, 1968.
Horne:
1173 Centerville
Road, Warwick,
R.I.

1968
PAMELA JEANNE MEARNS to Roland
Chapdelaine
on August
24.
At
20 North Elm St.,
Muncie,
Ind.
MAIA DOUMATOto Paul J. Marangos
on August
18.
At home:
45 Sheffield
Ave.,
North Providence,
R.I.
SANDRA B. BOUCHER to William
R.
Koehler
on August
17.
At home:
Leonard
Bodwell
Road, Narragansett.
BARBARA A. BAJOR to Edward E.
Canfield,
Jr.
on August
17.
At home:
Park Place,
Pawtucket.
KAREN ANITA DIEHL to Lt. Robert
Halternan
Reller,
USN, on August
16.
At home:
1278 West Main Road, Portsmouth.
DIANE GAIL KIERNAN to Alfred
R. Desmarais
on August
10.
KRISTEN ANN PETERSON to Richard
J. Duggan,
Jr. on August
16.
Joseph
home:

MARGARETMARY O'LEARY to Charles
E. Nielson
on August
10.
At home:
North Providence.
ARLENE M. AVENO to Ronald Carnpopiano
on July 20.
MARIA ELENA FASANO to Lt. Michael
T. Byrnes,
USN, on July
13.
At home:
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
LEILA JOYCE FIRTH to William
Ernelio Manicin
on July 13.
MAUREENANN MURPHY to 2nd Lt.
Kenneth
D. Santanello
on July 13.
At
home:
Fort Bragg,
N.C o
ANNE E. POSELLI to James Robert
Sweer on June 10.
At home:
21 Erie
St. , Providence.
KATHERINE REYNOLDS to John A.
Savage on June 29.
MARJORIE NEWELL HAMBLYto Albert
R. Frackelton,
Jr.
on June 29.
JEANNE MARY SULLIVAN to James V.
Doane, Jr. on June 29.
At home:
Nicosia,
Cyprus.
MARTHAA. DUFFY to 2nd Lt. Paul
H. Harpin,
USA, on June 22.
At home:
Fort Knox, Ky.
CAROLYN L. BORGES to Joseph
Paul
Brum on June 15.
At home:
32 Walker
St.,
Falmouth.
PATRICIA ANN GREENAN to Robert
G.
Peters
on August
24.
SUSAN SHANNONALMONDto Lt. Robert
E. Bergstrand,
USN, in August.
At home:
North Carolina.
LINDA M. MELLO to Nicholas
A.
Champion on August
16.
At home:
Medford
Mass.
JEAN V. FLOODY to E. Frederic
Tinsworth
on June 15.
At home:
Philadelphia.
SUZA~E T. BREAULT to Guy A.
Fieuette
on August
25.
At Horne:
Bellingham,
Mass.
PAULA MARIE PAULHUS to Raymond
Grondin
on August
17.
At Horne:
Woonsocket.

BIRTHS
1952
To Mr. and Mrs. Nelson C. Crook
(ISABELLE DUSSEAULT) their
first
child,
Matthew C., on October
15, 1968

1953
To Mr. and ,Mrs. James Tilley
(RUTH LANOIE) their
first
child,
Leon
James,
on October
8, 1968, at New
Haven, Connecticut.

1957
To Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bellernore
(MARILYN MATRUMALO)their
fourth
child,
Norman Paul,
on July 7, 1968.
To Mr. and Mrs. Richard
L. Brassard
(JOYCE MOTTE) a son, Richard
Joseph,
on
September
17, 1968.
To Mr. and Mrs. James A. Dolan
(ELENA CRISCIONE) their
third
child
and
first
daughter,
Jennifer
Elizabeth,
on
July 26, 1968.
To Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gerundo,
Jr.
(SHEILA O'DONNELL) their
first
child,
William
Louis,
on September
28, 1968.

1959
To Mr. and Mrs. Robert
(SABRA GALLUP), their
third
John,
on March 14, 1968.

Card
son,

Kevin

To Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Ferranti
(JOANN PAfARELLI),
their
third
child
and second
son, Alan Michael,
on
August
11, 1968.

1960
To Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hysko
(ELINOR ANDERSON) their
third
child,
David Anderson,
on April
7, 1968.

1961
To Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Grant
(JANICE MACBETH) their
second
child
and first
daughter,
Sally
Kenyon on
July
28, 1968.

1962
To Mr. and Mrs. Frank
(CONSTANCE LAVALLE), their
Francis
S., on October
15,

Giglio,
second
1968.

Jr.
son,

1963
To Mr. and Mrs. J. FRANK COTTER,
their
third
child,
a daughter,
Lara,
on January
1, 1969.
To Mr. and Mrs. JAMES OWNES, Jr.,
a son, Sean Patrick,
. on August
29, 1968.
~o -Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Isserlis
(ANDREA JACOBSON), a second
daughter,
Debra Joan,
on December
29, 1967.
To Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Sellers
(PATRICIA ANN QUINN), their
first
child,
Jennifer
Ann, on March 2, 1968.
To Mr. and Mrs, William
Arendt
(SARAH HALPIN), their
third
child,
William,
in October.
To Mr. and Mrs. RAYMONDJ.
SABOURIN (BONNIE CHUTE'64),
their
second
child
and first
daughter,
Pamela Jane,
on October
1, 1968.

1964
To Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Noel
(CARLEEN LAFLEUR) their
second
child
and first
daughter,
Lauren Cynthia,
on January
25, 1968.
To Mr. and Mrs. Higginbotham
(ANN DEANGELIS), a daughter,
Robin
Lenor,
on April
4, 1968.
To Mr. and Mrs. T. Dombrowski
(STEPHANIE MANZI), a daughter,
Anne
Marie,
on March 14, 1968.
Their
first
child,
Thomas Stephen
Jr. was born in
Berlin,
Germany on November 5, 1966

1966 .
To Mr. and Mrs. Don Ogden
PAGE),' a son Jon Frederick,
on
December
29, 1968.

(DONNA

DEATHS
1910
ALICE M. FITZPATRICK
November 29, 1968.

died

on

1924
MILDRED H. LATTIN retired
principal of Hennessey
School,
E. Providence
died in November.

1941
MARGARETM. CATTERALL, supervisor
and coordinator
of elementary
education
in CUmberland,
died unexpectedly
at her
home on December
24.
She held
a
master's
degree
from Boston University
and had served
as principal
of the
Berkeley
and Cumberland
Hill
Schools
before
being
named coo ·rdinator
in 1965.

MO NEY POWER can work for Rhode Island College through
YO UR pledge and contribution to the 1969 Alumni Fund Drive.
You are invited to be an Honor Donor , with a pledge of $50
or more . But - every gift , large or small is welcome.
Return your psychedelic pink envelope today. Be a part of
the surge of RIC Alumni.

T he Rhode Island College Foundation
announces its readiness to accept small gifts and to use them in the
best interests of Rhode Island College. All gifts will be acknowledged
to the donor and an attractive certificate will be sent to the person
honored, or to the family, in the case of a memorial offering.
Certificates have already been sent to acknowledge gifts made to honor
• the memory of a deceased alumnus.
• the memory of a deceased neigh _bor of RIC.
• an alumna on the occasion of her retirement.
• an alumnus on the occasion of a promotion.
Address Inquiries to Mary G. Dav ey, secretary, at Rhode Island College
600 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Providence , R. I. 02908

CollegeCalendar
February
•F ebruary 1 to April 1. Annual Alumni
Fund Drive.
•F ebruary 1. Basketball vs. Newark State ,
Walsh Center, 8 p.m.
• Wednesday - Friday, 3 - 28. Art Exhibit:
Work by Pauline Ladd and Dorothy Crompton. Art Gallery, Adams Library.
•Frida y, 14. Basketball vs. Westfield. Walsh
Center, 8 p.m.
•Satu rday, 15. Fine Art Series: Micha Dichter, pianist. Roberts Hall, 8: 15 p.m.
•Mon day, 17. Basketball vs. SMTI. Walsh
Center, 8 p.m.
•W ednesday, 19. Basketball vs. Salem State.
Walsh Center, 8 p.m.

March
•Sa turday, 1. Fine Art Series: "PDQ Bach".
Rob erts Hall, 8: 15 p.m.
•M onday - Friday, 3 - 28. Industrial Arts De partment
Student
Exhibit.
Art Gallery ,
Adams Library, 1 p.m.
• Thursday - Saturday, 6 - 8. Rhode Island
College Theatre
Production:
"Black Com-

edy." Ro berts Hall, 8:30 p.m.
•Frida y, Saturday, 21, 22. Rhode Island Col lege Dance Company Concert. Rob erts Hall,
8:30 p.m.
• Wednesday , 26. Instrumental
Concert:
Wind Ensemble, John Pellegrino, Conductor.
Roberts Hall, 8 p.m.

April
•W ednesday - Wednesday, 2 -30. One Man
Show: Angelo Rosati. Art Gallery, Adams
Library.
•Mond ay - Wednesday, 7 - 9. Fine Art Series:
"Man From LaMancha Y Roberts Hall, 8:15
p.m.
•W ednesday, 16. Baseball vs. Barrington.
• Tuesday, 22. Chalkstones Spring Concert.
Roberts Hall, 1 p.m.
• Saturday, 26. Baseball at Castleton , I p.m.

For additional information call the
Public Relation s Office of Rhode
Island College, 831-6600.
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